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Abstract: Interest in hybrid propulsion systems that can be used on small vessels has increased 
significantly in recent years. They can replace inefficient and environmentally burdensome 
conventional systems based on diesel engines. Hybrid propulsion has many advantages such as 
high energy efficiency and virtually noiseless operation, and therefore it fits well with the current 
trends of “green shipping” and “zero emission”. The aim of the research conducted was to examine 
and analyse the varied energy demand of a small inland ferry with electric propulsion depending 
on the navigation strategy. The work included tests carried out on a model of the vessel. 
Conventional resistance tests involving towing the model at a constant speed proved to be of no use 
for the unit, which, during a short voyage, moves with variable speeds and manoeuvres. Therefore, 
atypical and unique tests were performed to determine the energy consumption during the 
acceleration of the unit and the parameters of navigation with the propulsion turned off. The work 
resulted in calculated forecasts of energy consumption by the ship depending on the adopted 
cruising style and a proposal of the most energy-efficient way to cross the shipping route connecting 
the two banks of the Motława River in the city of Gdańsk. 

Keywords: hybrid ship propulsion; hybrid propulsion; energy management; green shipping; 
energy consumption; energy efficiency 

 

1. Introduction 

After centuries in which sailing propulsion dominated, the first mechanical propulsion of ships 
was implemented in the nineteenth century. While work on steam engines was still carried out, 
electric propulsion was probably applied to a vessel for the first time by H. H. Jacobi in 1834 [1]. 
Initially, this solution was ignored due to the serious limitations of such a propulsion system, 
resulting from the imperfections of the electrical machines of the time and the lack of an effective 
power source, among others. The situation changed when further inventions were improved and 
implemented. At the end of the nineteenth century, it was possible to construct acid and alkaline 
batteries. Electric motors and generators were also improved. As can be easily guessed, all these 
solutions were first implemented for the needs of the military, that is, the navy. After several decades 
of work carried out by various inventors, John Holland launched the first fully functional and 
relatively safe submarine with a hybrid parallel-combustion electric drive in 1896. To this day, this 
type of drive, called diesel electric propulsion, is used for submarines. The significance of this 
invention was fully understood during the First World War, when the submarines paralysed 
shipping routes and sank ships, with a total tonnage of about 11 million tons.  

Over the years, electric propulsion was refined and other major obstacles to the development of 
electric propulsion on vessels were gradually overcome [1]. After the Second World War, electric 
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propulsion was successfully used on special ships, such as icebreakers and passenger ships. This 
resulted from the advantages of such propulsion, including, among others, the possibility of a quick 
change in the rotational speed of the propulsion shaft (icebreakers) or the lack of vibrations of the 
hull typical of large diesel engines, which had an impact on the comfort of cruising, especially on 
passenger ships. It was not until the end of the twentieth century that efficient and reliable frequency 
converters (AC converters) and high-torque electric motors with permanent magnets were 
implemented. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, thanks to the development of portable 
electronic devices such as laptops and mobile phones, it was possible to develop the production of 
light and energy-efficient lithium batteries. More and more often, the classic propulsion system with 
the shaft line was abandoned and electric motors were assembled inside gondolas suspended under 
the hull of a ship, called the azimuth thruster. The engine room, which was the source of energy, was 
often dispersed by installing several smaller power generators [2]. 

In 2013, the world’s first hybrid ship equipped with a 500 kWh battery system, MV Viking Lady, 
was launched. From that moment, more hybrid ships were designed and built. In the same year the 
new offshore supply ship MV Edda Ferd was constructed [3]. Then, in 2015, the MV AMPERE shuttle 
ferry, probably the world's first large watercraft with its propulsion provided exclusively by batteries, 
was built, [2,3]. The decision to build this very expensive unit was based on several reasons, for 
example, the idea of building a ship with virtually zero exhaust emissions. Today, when more and 
more importance is attached to environmental protection, advanced technologies related to electric 
and hybrid propulsion are becoming more and more popular [4–10]. Upon analysing various criteria, 
such as limiting emissions of harmful compounds, energy or fuel consumption, the volume and mass 
of the ship's engine room, the manoeuvrability of the unit, and the operating costs, the use of hybrid 
propulsion becomes more and more often justified [11]. 

2. The Problem  

Presently, as electric drives are more and more commonly used for the propulsion of vessels, the 
safety of navigation is of great importance [12–15]. The classification societies control ship designs, 
accept and certify specific products for use in shipbuilding, and keep watch over the technical 
conditions during ship operation. On large ships, when comprehensive solutions produced by global 
corporations are used, a high level of safety is usually maintained. The situation is different for 
smaller units. Designers design the propulsion and power system by combining components from 
different suppliers. This creates a whole range of problems at the level of integration of the propulsion 
and power system. Proper energy management, which is especially important when the propulsion 
system is powered by batteries that have a certain capacity, is another problem [16–18]. The price of 
the batteries is high, so designers try to limit their number while reducing their weight at the same 
time. Classification societies allowing vessels to be used in such a case usually require that a power 
generator be installed on the unit as a standby power source. This is a similar solution to that used in 
some electric cars manufactured by renowned firms, when an optional power generator is installed 
on request. The significance of the problem is confirmed by cases of power outages resulting from 
the discharging of batteries during the voyage on some inland vessels. In cases known to the authors, 
no catastrophe occurred, as the ship was anchored. However, the vessel had to wait for help from a 
tugboat and the passengers and crew waited for help from outside. 

The answer to the question of why similar situations occurred in the past is not simple. Quickly, 
but often all too soon, it can be concluded that the battery capacity is insufficient. However, it should 
be remembered that a large mass of batteries incurs not only a huge cost but also results in a large 
draught of the ship and consequently significant resistance to cruising and, thus, increased energy 
consumption. From practical experience, it is clear that the style of operating a ship has a key impact 
on its energy consumption. In a Polish city in 2004, when a communication line based on small vessels 
with electric propulsion was implemented, the crew discharged the batteries after the first two hours 
of the cruise. Only the training of the crew, and especially the elimination of control habits arising 
from many years of work on ships with conventional diesel drives, allowed the water tram to run for 
a full eight hours. 
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While carrying out further work on electric and hybrid propulsion [19–22] on the occasion of a 
small inland shuttle ferry project for the city of Gdańsk (Figure 1), the designers paid particular 
attention to the problem of energy management [23–26]. 

 

Figure 1. Propulsion and power supply system schematic of the Motława II Ferry; 1—collision 
bulkhead; 2—propulsion compartment, 3—battery compartment, 4—crew room with main 
switchboard. 

It turned out that the classic methods of calculating the demand for propulsion power [27,28] 
are practically useless. In typical cases, like sea-going journeys, when it is necessary to determine the 
necessary propulsion power to obtain a specific speed, resistance calculations or model tests in a test 
laboratory are performed by towing a scale model. These techniques are the basis for calculating the 
propulsion power and they allow the energy consumption during the voyage to be estimated. In the 
case of sea-going ships, their movement is similar. In the model tests of these units, mainly the energy 
consumed while moving at a constant speed on the open sea is taken into account. Different energy 
consumption is not taken into account due to, e.g., manoeuvres, because in this case they are small 
compared to the entire demand. 

The case subjected to analysis is different. The ferry covers a route with a length of about 100 m. 
For a significant part of the cruise duration, the ship accelerates or brakes, which is why the resistance 
and power requirements determined in the classic way become useless. For the purposes of the 
project, the daily energy consumption was estimated, because it was assumed that the shuttle service 
cannot recharge its batteries during a few minutes’ break between routes. To ensure high durability 
of the batteries, they were expected to be charged during a night standstill. However, in order to 
study the nature of the problem of energy consumption, propose an effective energy management 
strategy, and, at the same time, to provide a certain ability to perform the assumed number of courses, 
the experimental studies and calculations described below were performed. 

3. Energy Management Strategy 
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The key problem in minimizing energy consumption by the ferry is to propose a strategy 
according to which the ferry can move between two river banks. It is important that in the peak 
tourist season, when the frequency of cruises is the largest, the assumed number of courses is 
completed rationally, managing the energy accumulated in the batteries on board. It is worth noting 
that where the Motława River flows through the historic and attractive part of the city of Gdańsk, it 
is a crowded water area and sometimes the helmsman must correct the course to avoid other vessels. 
These events occur by accident but, while determining a power demand, it is worth taking into 
account the additional capacity of the batteries. 

Prior to the start of the research on the cruising strategy, a speed profile of the currently 
operating ferry, which is equipped with conventional propulsion and was built 30 years ago, was 
obtained. The results of the measurements showed that the unit covers the route at a constant low 
speed of approximately 4 to 5 km/h (Figure 2). The duration of the voyage can be divided into four 
consecutive stages, as follows: Acceleration, flow with constant speed, a short stage when the drive 
is not working and reverse gear is engaged, and the braking phase is activated. The classic cruising 
strategy is called ACB (acceleration, cruising speed, braking).  

Using previous experience, it was decided to examine the different cruising strategies shown in 
the graph below (Figure 2). It is based on accelerating the ferry to speeds of about 8 to 10 km/h, higher 
than those usually achieved, and then free movement by coasting, called gliding, with the engine 
turned off, ending with the braking phase. The proposed strategy is called AGB (acceleration, gliding 
(coasting), braking). 

 

Figure 2. Ferry speed profiles for the two analysed traffic strategies: ACB and AGB. 

According to the adopted assumptions, in order to achieve the desired transport objective in the 
summer season, that is, covering the entire round trip route every 6 minutes, it was assumed that the 
one-way (half way) cruising time should be no more than 90 seconds, without a time to get in or out 
on board. The measurements carried out on the currently operating unit show that the time required 
to allow passengers to disembark and new ones to board is usually about 3 minutes. 

In order to perform an accurate analysis of the energy demand according to the proposed new 
AGB strategy and to compare the results with those of the classic ACB strategy, it was necessary to 
examine the energy demand during the acceleration of the ferry and the characteristics of gliding 
with the propulsion turned off. However, to determine these characteristics, typical studies of the 
power demand made in the model laboratory were insufficient. It became necessary to perform non-
typical tests, which required the preparation of special equipment. 
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4. Tests 

The test was carried out in a towing tank using a 1:10 scale model of a ferry (Figure 3). The main 
dimensions of a real ferry are as follows: Hull length—12 m; breadth—5 m; total draught—1, 3 m. 

 

 
Figure 3. The 1:10 scale model ferry: (a) The final version with skegs and propulsion, allowing 
manoeuvring tests using remote control; (b) the model of the towing tank during tests, with a 
(rescaled for a real ferry) speed of 10 km/h. 

The research began by performing classic towing power measurements in a towing tank when 
the model moved at constant speed. The total resistance of the ship was calculated by rescaling the 
results of the model resistance (Figure 4a). All resistance tests were performed on the model and then, 
according to three laws of similarity (geometric, kinematic, and dynamic), the decision was made to 
use the Froude criterion (which is based directly on the number of Froude) to scale the results [29–
31]. To calculate the energy demand of the propulsion system, it was necessary to take into account 
the energy efficiency of this system. The decision was made to use AC motors with permanent 
magnets. The motor is controlled by a frequency converter powered by a lithium battery set. During 
previous research, the energy efficiency of a similar propulsion system was measured and it was 
found that the energy efficiency of such a power unit exceeds 90% [20]. For further calculations, 
efficiency was assumed to be ηmot = 0.9. It is known, however, that the main source of energy loss in 
the system is related to the propeller. Under fixed conditions, when the ship is moving at a constant 
speed, the efficiency of a properly selected or purpose designed propeller can reach 55%. A slightly 
lower value, likely to be obtained on a small watercraft, was used for calculations, as follows: ηprop = 
0.5. Therefore, based on the classic model tests (towing tank tests), it was possible to determine the 
propulsion power demand when the ship was moving at a constant speed (Figure 4b). The obtained 
characteristic has a typical non-linear waveform showing how much the increase in cruising speed 
increases the energy needed to power the drive system. 

 
Figure 4. Graph of the power demand of the Motława II ferry as a function of speed: (a) Towing power 
graph, (b) power demand graph. 
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The typical equipment of a complex test system such as a towing tank is usually not adapted to 
take measurements when the model is accelerated to a specific desired speed. Therefore, to determine 
the demand for energy during the acceleration of the ferry, three different characteristics of 
accelerating the model in the test laboratory were programmed. Thanks to this, it was possible to 
record the resistance force when accelerating the model to the predetermined speed. Knowing the 
speed of the model, the towing power was determined. However, it should be added that during 
acceleration and braking, the ship's screw works in unfavourable conditions and its efficiency is 
difficult to estimate. Therefore, for the calculation of the propulsion power and energy demand, the 
efficiency of the screw operation was assumed to be 35% during acceleration and 25% during braking, 
when the screw operates in particularly unfavourable conditions. The efficiency values were set on 
the basis of typical propeller efficiency curves from hydro mechanical characteristics [9, 32–34]. 

Due to the limitations of the unit, which was not adapted to similar tests and was designed to 
tow the model at a constant speed, only three different characteristics were determined to accelerate 
the unit up to the assumed speed of 8 km/h, hereinafter referred to as processes t1, t2, and t3 (Figure 
5). The acceleration process was carried out with three different accelerations so that the duration of 
the acceleration stage to the speed of 8 km/h was t1 = 12 s, t2 = 10 s, and t3 = 9 s. 

 
Figure 5. Measurement results in the model test laboratory during the acceleration of the model, 
showing acceleration variants from t1 to t3: (a) The speed distribution of the ship and (b) the towing 
power of the ship. 

To determine the demand for propulsive power and energy of the AGB strategy, it is necessary 
to examine the stage of gliding of the ship with the drive turned off. The authors of the study carried 
out research in a model test laboratory using a specially prepared measuring system, which allowed 
a model to move without any outside interference, making it possible to present the behaviour of the 
unit during the gliding stage. Free movement on the planned trajectory of a model shows a real 
reflection of gliding. The completed measurements allowed the preparation of vessel speed profiles 
and the calculation of the range (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Graphs of instantaneous velocity and distance covered as a function of time for a ferry 
moving with the propulsion turned off, i.e., during gliding. 

The measurements show that the test vessel accelerating to 10 km/h and then gliding freely after 
29 seconds when its speed is 4 km/h will cover a distance of 51 m (Figure 6). If we limit the speed of 
acceleration to 8 km/h, after 23 seconds, the unit will cover a distance of 38 m. On the currently 
operating ferry, 4 km/h is the speed at which the drive braking usually begins. As can be seen from 
the characteristics, the process of decelerating the unit slows down and if the speed of the unit is 
accelerated to 10 km/h and the gliding is finished when the speed drops to 3 km/h, after about 40 
seconds the unit will cover a distance of about 62 m. 

5. Energy Demand Calculations 

The completed measurements made it possible to perform calculations and to determine the 
characteristics of instantaneous power demand and velocity as a function of time (Figures 7 and 8). 
For the analysis, measurements of the power needed to accelerate the unit were used when the speed 
of 8 km/h was reached within 10 seconds (Figure 5, course t2). It was assumed that in each of the 
analysed cases, the cruise lasts 85 seconds and the route is 100 m long. It was assumed that the cruise 
runs smoothly, that is, the ferry does not have to avoid obstacles or perform sudden manoeuvres, for 
example, to avoid a collision. 

The power demand characteristics marked on the charts were determined based on the 
experimental research described above. For the classic route-covering strategy (ACB, Figure 7), the 
results of measurements for the pre-defined state (Figure 4) and the acceleration stage were used 
(Figure 5). For the braking phase, it was assumed that the energy consumption was equal to half the 
energy needed to accelerate the ship. This is due to the fact that the ship's resistance naturally 
contributes to slowing down the ship's movement. The literature fails to provide the information on 
the efficiency of a propeller operating in the water while using the propeller to brake the ship. This 
problem will be explored soon using large-scale self-propelled models. 
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Figure 7. Ship speed and power demand for the ACB strategy: (a) Maximum speed of 6 km/h, (b) 
maximum speed of 8 km/h; A—start, B—end of the acceleration stage, C—propulsion turned off, D—
start of braking, E—stopping of the vessel. 

 

Figure 8. Ship speed and power demand for the AGB strategy: (a) Maximum speed of the acceleration 
stage of 8 km/h, (b) maximum speed of the acceleration stage of 10 km/h; A—start, B—end of 
acceleration and propulsion turned off, C—restarting of the propulsion, D'—start of braking with 
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gliding, with the propulsion turned off, D—start of braking with propulsion, E—stopping of the 
vessel. 

6. Results and Discussion 

The ferry performs a maximum of 10 round trips per hour during the high season. This is due 
to the amount of time needed for boarding of passengers (1.5–2 min), cruising (less than 90 seconds), 
and mooring of the unit and disembarking/embarking (1.5–2 min). Currently, it is planned that 
during the summer, when the amount of tourist traffic is greatest, the energy accumulated by the unit 
must be sufficient for 12 hours of cruising, during which up to 120 return trips will be performed. 
The measurements made in the laboratory of the time needed to occupy space on the deck of a ferry 
using a specially prepared 1:1 scale model (Figure 9) showed that improving the process of boarding 
and leaving the ship is important for the number of courses that can take place within a specified 
time. 

The obtained results make it possible to calculate the energy demand depending on the adopted 
cruising strategy. The calculations also included the time taken to complete the one-way course. Two 
cruising strategies, previously described by ACB and AGB, were analysed and two different 
maximum velocities of the vessel were adopted for each strategy. In order to compare the energy 
demands, it was assumed that a one-way cruise lasted 85 seconds. As a result, the energy demand 
results obtained concern the same route and the same duration of cruising. 

The obtained results of energy consumption made on the basis of the previously presented 
graphs (Figures 7 and 8) for one hour of cruising, during which 10 round trips were performed, are 
presented in the table below (Table 1). 

The values presented in Table 1 illustrate quite significant differences in the energy demand. 
The surprising conclusion is that the cruising strategy currently used (ACB) proved to be the optimal 
option for the assumed working conditions of the ferry. The calculations presented in Table 1 show 
that the theoretical minimum energy consumption in 12 hours of intensive cruising is 12 × 2.51 kWh, 
which is about 30 kWh. When designing the unit, it was assumed that there would be 44 standard 
lithium battery modules with a capacity of 2.5 kWh to power electric buses with a total capacity of 
110 kWh. The analysis shows that, after taking the energy supply at the level of 50%into account, 18 
modules with a total capacity of 45 kWh are enough for a day-long, uninterrupted, and safe 
operation. The unit has spare space and buoyancy and, if necessary, the battery pack can be 
expanded. 

The load on the power unit during acceleration to high speed when cruising according to the 
AGB strategy is another aspect worth considering. The drive with high power means that the 
propulsion, especially the motor, speed regulator, and gears, works with high efficiency. On the other 
hand, the high power brings considerable pressure forces, which are especially important for 
bearings and gears. Significant initial speed in the first stage of the cruise also leads to a higher risk 
of collision and, if necessary, sudden stoppage of the unit, with high energy consumption. It is worth 
noting that the first stage of the cruise is of special importance when the distance travelled by the unit 
is short. As the distance increases, the second stage gains importance as the energy consumption 
depends on the speed. In the cases discussed, the braking stage was always the same. It was assumed 
that the propulsion is activated to brake the vessel when the speed is 4 km/h. The adopted braking 
time of around 20 seconds allows the unit to stop slowly, which is comfortable for passengers and 
does not overload the propulsion system. Undoubtedly, an important share of the total energy 
consumption of a vessel during a single course results from the first stage of the cruise when the 
vessel is accelerating (Figure 5). The vessel then glides with the drive off (AGB) or moves at a constant 
speed (ACB). Therefore, an analysis of energy consumption in the initial stage of the trip was carried 
out. The course when the unit accelerates to the speed of 8 km/h within 12 seconds was adopted as 
the base (Figure 5a, course t1). Then, the vessel glides until the moment when its speed reaches 4 
km/h. The cycle lasts 38 seconds and the vessel covers 52 m. The following graphs (Figures 9 and 10) 
show the speed and power demand profiles of the two analysed navigation strategies, that is, AG 
and AC (the braking stage was omitted) for two different accelerations of the vessel (t1 and t3). In 
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order to be able to assess the impact of acceleration in the acceleration stage on energy consumption, 
it was assumed that, in each case, the ferry must cross the same route with a length of 52 m. The 
assumed distance is the total length of the route during acceleration to the speed of 8 km/h and 
gliding for variant t1 when the maximum speed is achieved within 12 seconds (Figure 5). In the 
present case, the duration of the trip is different and depends on the adopted strategy. Such a case is 
of particular importance when the cruise takes place without too much hurry and a difference of even 
a few dozen seconds is of no great significance. In the case of faster or slower acceleration under the 
AGB strategy, the time needed to cover 52 m was 38 to 39 seconds. For the ACB strategy, it was 49 to 
50 seconds. The graphs below show the profile of the speed and power of the propulsion as a function 
of time for two different cases, t1 and t3 (Figures 9 and 10). The results of the calculations are 
presented in Table 2. The braking part in this comparison was omitted because, in every case, it was 
the same value and it did not affect the final result. 

 

Figure 9. Profile of speed and power demand in the first stage of the cruise using the AG strategy at 
two different accelerations, t1 and t3, when the ferry covers 52 m. 

 

Figure 10. Profile of speed and power demand in the first stage of the cruise using the AC strategy 
when the ferry covers 52 m. 

The results of calculating the energy demand in the initial stage of the trip, when the unit covers 
the first 52 m, show that the AC strategy is more energy efficient and the difference in demand is 
about 10%. It is worth noting, however, that the energy saving was achieved at the expense of a 
considerable extension of the cruise time, from about 38 seconds to about 50 seconds. Such an 
extension of time is not always acceptable. 

The results of power demand measurements for a greater range of accelerations would be worth 
considering. New tooling at the model test laboratory is now being created to allow more extensive 
research. 
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Table 1. Comparison of the actual energy demand of a ferry moving in accordance with the adopted 
ACB and AGB strategies for one hour, making ten return trips. 

ACB Vmax = 6 km/h (Figure 7a) AGB Vmax = 8km/h (Figure 8a) 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Accelerating 7.5 178.5 Accelerating 10 333.3 
Constant speed 42.5 141.6 Gliding 16 0 

Gliding 15 - Constant speed 30 112.5 
Braking 20 133.3 Gliding 9 0 

- - - Braking 20 133.3 
Total: 453.4 Total: 579.1 

10 Return Trips–1 h 2.51 kWh 10 Return Trips–1 h 3.21 kWh 
ACB Vmax = 8 km/h (Figure 7b) AGB Vmax = 10km/h (Figure 8a) 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Accelerating 10 333.3 Accelerating 12.5 496 
Constant Speed 30 233.26 Gliding 32.5 0 

Gliding 25 - Constant Speed 20 45 
Braking  20 133.3 Braking  20 133.3 

Total: 699.86 Total: 674.3 
10 Return Trips–1 h 3.88 kWh 10 Return Trips–1 h 3.74 kWh 

Table 2. Power demand and trip time for a distance of 52 m. 

AG, Course t1  AC, Course t1  

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Accelerating - 342.8 Accelerating 6 85 
Gliding 0 0 Constant Speed 44 220 

- Total: 342.8 - Total: 305 
AG, Course t2 AC, Course t2 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed[kWs] 

Accelerating - 333.3 Accelerating 5 84 
Gliding 0 0 Constant Speed 45 220 

Constant Speed 2 10 - - - 
- Total: 343.3 - Total: 304 

AG, Course t3 AC, Course t3 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Manoeuvre Time [s] 
Energy 

Consumed 
[kWs] 

Accelerating - 328.5 Accelerating 4.5 85 
Gliding - 0 Constant Speed 45.5 222.5 

Constant Speed 3 15 - - - 
- Total: 343.5 - Total: 307.5 

7. Conclusions 
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The test results show that slow acceleration, navigation at low constant speed, and finally 
braking preceded by a short glide is the most energy efficient method of navigation. The research 
shows that the cruise time is a critical parameter. If we want to save time, energy consumption 
increases. Therefore, according to the authors, when calculating an energy balance of a similar unit, 
one should know the answer to the question of how long a single trip should last. 

The ferry in question covers a route of about 100 m across the river, which is about 50 m wide. 
Moving the mooring points so that the unit runs “straight ahead” would allow for a significant 
reduction in the amount of energy consumed. During such a cruise, when the ferry is moored by the 
bow and stern, it is usually possible to install a wide ramp on the ship instead of a gangway. This 
makes it possible to significantly accelerate the time of passengers’ departure from and entry onto 
the ship. Thanks to such a solution, it would be possible to extend the trip time without changing the 
frequency of running, which would make it possible to reduce the energy consumption. 

In Table 1 it is noticeable that in the same route power demand is different. By planning the 
entire route, it is worth thinking about how to move. Based on the comparison above, it has been 
proven that covering the same route at the same time can cause large differences in energy 
consumption. Preparing a movement strategy for a specific unit helps reduce that energy. 

It is worth noting that photovoltaic panels with a capacity of about 2 kWp are quite a significant 
source of energy in this system. In the high season, during the summer months, it can be expected 
that energy production will amount to 5–10 kWh, which will have an impact on improving the energy 
balance, reducing operating costs, and increasing the level of energy security. 

The development of an energy-efficient cruising method for a vessel operating on a short route 
is of key importance for the energy consumption of the transport process. Reducing the number of 
battery packs from the original set of 44 modules to 18 units represents significant savings at the stage 
of ship construction. The reduction of energy consumption, and therefore the reduction of the 
number of batteries, has an impact on the natural environment. Batteries are charged from the power 
grid, so reducing energy consumption is important, but it seems that more crucial is the fact that a 
smaller number of batteries means a lower environmental burden at the stages of extracting raw 
materials, production, and, finally, disposal of batteries. 

It is worth noting that the hybrid watercraft is significantly different from the land vehicle. 
Vehicle designers benefit from many years of experience and vehicles are produced in series, so the 
number of experiments, including practical ones, is considerable. In the case of a vessel, usually one 
object is created. In exceptional cases, a short series of, usually, several vessels are made. We cannot 
use energy recovery during vessel braking, which is typical in the automotive industry. A vehicle 
goes up a hill and then descends from the top. In the case of a ship, the mass of the object is usually 
high, so the forces of inertia are significant and must be overcome during manoeuvring. Moreover, 
despite the low speed of the vessel, the resistance of the air and the impact of wind pressure should 
be taken into account, especially when the ship runs on an unprotected water area. In the case of 
shuttle vessels, with the duration of a cruise roughly corresponding to the stop time necessary for 
passengers to board, supercapacitors, loaded each time before the cruise, seem to be an attractive 
solution. Lithium batteries would only fulfil the function of a protective power source. The process 
of accelerating and braking the vessel has a high energy consumption. It is worth considering energy 
recovery through a system installed on the mooring site. The energy stored after the braking process 
could be used in the first stage of accelerating the unit. 
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